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Every new illustration of a gun which is found in an archive volume is a spe-
cial event for historical artillery researchers. No inventory or narrative descrip-
tion can be compared with drawings in terms of informative value, as they were 
carefully created by contemporaries under the order of governors, owners and 
institutions that were entrusted with keeping the artillery park or some out-
standing samples of guns. This «snapshot» of the lost artifact provides us with 
a better understanding of its origin, decoration and history.

Despite hundreds of separate drawings of barrels, which were made in the 
offices of European foundry companies, there are complete album collections 
on arsenals stored in gun-parks, which played more representational role, and 
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ДВІ троФейнІ гармати староДубського полку  
з альбому я. Ф. телотта початку XVIII ст.

Стаття присвячена атрибуції двох гармат Стародубського полку, зображених в альбомі шведської 
трофейної артилерії Я. Телотта. Автор характеризує морфологію стволів, проводить реконструкцію 
їхніх фізичних параметрів. Приділено багато уваги епіграфіці й геральдичним елементам, котрі вка-
зують на власників гармат – стародубських полковників П. Рославця й М. Миклашевського. Встанов-
лено особу ливарника, котрий виготовив гармату для П. Рославця. Окремо проводиться аналіз сим-
волічного наповнення гарматного декору. У статті також підкреслюється значення художніх джерел, 
зокрема, інвентарних малюнків, для дослідження історичної артилерії.

Ключові слова: гармата, українська артилерія XVII ст., історичне джерело, Стародубський полк, пол-
ковник П. Рославець, полковник М. Миклашевський, Я. Ф. Телотт, атрибуція.
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Fig.1 a, b, c. d. e.  Guns Lviv gunfouders Ganush and Leonard Herl.
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they cannot be considered as inventories due to lack of technical data and scaling 
about the equipment. The most famous of them is the so-called «Book of Arma-
ments of Emperor Maximilian I» [Zeugbuch Kaiser Maximilians I] of the begin-
ning of the 16th century. The highest artistic level in the album are the drawings 
of gun barrels from the Arsenal of the Republic of Venice engraved by Dome-
nico Gasperoni in 1779 CE (Gasperoni, 1779). Many times we had to turn our 
minds to the drawings of guns from Radzivills’ Nieswiez artillery collection that 
is kept in the archive of Muzeum Wojska Polskiego (Warszawa) (Petrus, 1999). 
The present article concentrates on one of the unique visual sources in the his-
tory of artillery especially the Ukrainian one, which is an album with drawings 
of captured guns made by the Swedish artist lieutenant J. P. Thelott (Jacob Phil-
ip Thelott, 1682-1750). The original work of this album is kept in the Armemu-
seum archive (Stockholm, Sweden) (Thelott, n.d.)1.

Album pictures depict the barrels of guns captured by the army of Swedish 
King Karl XII in Europe during the events of the Northern War. The record-
ing of artillery trophies started in 1706. The drawings are presented without 
any gun description or additional information on their technical data. Howev-
er, all the decorative elements and inscriptions on the barrels are reproduced 
quite faithfully allowing an attribution of many specimens, like pictures. Un-
fortunately the trophy artillery park, captured by victorious Swedes was has 
not been preserved: some guns were remolten, other ones were sold abroad. 
An attribution of Thelott’s drawings allows provides information on   the ap-
pearance of specific guns, previously unknown, or known only by recollections 
and scanty descriptions.

Although the drawings reveal the morphology and the decoration of a bar-
rel, working with such valuable iconographic sources still causes certain diffi-
culties. Firstly, there are no explanations and dimensions on the drawings. Sec-
ondly, gun proportions are often violated: there can be 2-pounder regimental 
gun next to 48-pounder kartaune having the same size on the one sheet, although 
in reality the first one is several times smaller than the second one. Thirdly, de-
spite the Thellot’s diligence and his attempts to recreate the Cyrillic text, espe-
cially its vyaz, which was unknown for him, the artist made mistakes and inac-
curacies, mixed letters А/Я, Г/І, И/Н, П/Ш, Т/П etc. In cases when the artist 
could not make out the letters at all, the inscription was transferred into cryp-
tographic characters which have to be deciphered by comparison with descrip-
tions of guns and remained specimens.

1 Thanks to Russian researchers V.S. Velykanov and A.N. Lobyn for the opportunity to study 
the drawings.
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We have already drawn attention to guns of Lviv production exported to Swe-
den by the troops of King Charles XII during the Northern War (Мальченко, 
2009, c. 30, 54, 100) and displayed in J. Thelott’s album, and now, for the sake 
of completeness we present only a brief retrospective review of these six spec-
imens. Five of them are marked with the coats of arms of Poznań city which 
has image of two crossed keys. One gun has no date, two others are dated back 
to 1524, one is dated back to 1550 and the last one – 1561 (Thelott, n.d., B.2, pp. 
42, 44, 46).

Guns of 1524 could have been cast by Lviv master Ganush (Joannes Volff 
or Ioannes de Salczpurgk), considering the signatures «MESTER HANS» and 
«Н.А.». Both guns have the same inscriptions: «MED GUDS GIELP AFK. CARL 
XII TAGIT UTUR HOGPOLEM 31 OCTOB. 1703», which were chiseled after the 
barrels had fallen into the hands of Swedish invaders (Fig. 1a, b).

The third gun, which is without dating, apparently, also comes from Hanush 
workshop, because of its «gothic» features that is very similar to the previous 
two ones (Fig. 1c).

The fourth drawing shows a work of Lviv master Leonard Herl. The date 
«1550» is placed on the barrel and the name of the master «LENHART HERL» 
is made with its specific small letters and the aforementioned Swedish trophy 
inscription (Fig. 1d).

Жолтовський [Zholtovsky] (1973, c. 20) suggests that one more cannon came 
from L. Herley’s workshop cast under the order of Poznan city in 1561 CE is 

Fig. 2. Mortar of Lviv’s gunfounder Andreas Franke.
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also shown in the Swedish album with a very similar decoration on the gun of 
1550 (Fig. 1e).

At the last drawing of the captured guns of Ukrainian production, one can see 
a mortar crafted by the Lviv gunfounder Andreas Franke 1664 (Fig. 2). The in-
scriptions on the barrel consist of master’s signature «ME FUNDIT ANDREAS 
FRANK» [I was cast by Andreas Franke] and three Swedish inscriptions in car-
touches. The largest consists of a monogram «CR» [Carolus Rex] and the Latin 
motto «EXPERIENTIA» [experience] placed in a laurel wreath (Жолтовський, 
1973, c. 53, 125).

One can note that two drawings of J. Thelott reveals two Ukrainian guns which 
were cast in the Left-bank [of the Dniper river] Hetmanate in the late 17th centu-
ry for Starodub regiment armament (Fig. 3 a, b) (Thelott, n.d., В.I, p. 90). This ar-
ea with it own gunfounders was quite differ from Lviv in economic, culture and 
social traditions that affected on the work of local gun workshops, particularly. 

A unifying element in the inscriptions of these two Cossack guns are the Swed-
ish inscriptions engraved by the winners on the trophy barrels,reporting that 
they were captured in Lithuania: «MED GUDS HIELP / OCHK. CARL D XII 
WAPEN / TAGIT I LITHAVIEN / D. ... 170 ... UNDER / GEN. MAY. NIROTH 
WUDS / ANFORANDE» [With God’s help, by King Charles XII, taken in Lith-
uania ... 170 .., led by Major General Nieroth]. Front page to the section with J. 
Thelott’s album with chosen drawings has a general explanatory inscription: 
«MED GUDS HIELP AF KONUNG CARL den XII: TAGNE UTUR LITOVEN 
den 8 JULI ANNO 1702», which specifies the date of guns capture indicating Ju-
ly 8, 1702. (Fig. 4). The inscription is logically confirmed by track record of Carl 
Gustav von Nieroth (Swede. Carl Nieroth, approx. 1650 – 25 January 1712), the 
Swedish captain, who received the rank of Major General in 1700 and he had 
already become Lieutenant General in 1704. Obviously, these regimental guns 
were taken in 1702 in one of many clashes with Swedish troops which Staro-
dub Regiment participated in. For example, the flag of Starodub Regiment is 
still kept in the trophy collection of Armemuseum in Stockholm.

Once captured, the gun somehow received a new technical registery with an 
informative or symbolic inscription. Engraved and stamped inscriptions on cap-
tured guns immortalized the heroic efforts of rulers and served as their ideo-
logical propaganda. Everybody who had the desire, inspiration, storage space 
and a possibility of exhibiting of captured guns tried to work in the area of cap-
tured guns literary. Victorious communiques on the enemy guns can be consid-
ered as one of the first museum inventory sheets.

During Karl XII, the kingdom of Sweden was ready to fight against almost 
the half civilized world, known at that time, for its geopolitical interests and 
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rights. Although his conquests were in to some extent amateurish, the ambitious 
king did not forget to collect their victories and trophies: he always ordered his 
subjects to chisel informative inscriptions on presentable captured guns. They 
look as «jejune» inscriptions with established forms allowing «readers» to fol-
low the course of Swedish army’s victory on the vast territory of Eastern Eu-
rope year after year.

There is an inscription in the middle part under the dolphins of a Russian 
gun called «Lion» (1590, master Andrey Chekhov): «MED GUDS HIELP AF 
K. CARL D. XII TAGIT WID NARWEN D 20 NOVEMB. 1700» [With God’s 
help by King Charles XII taken at the battle of Narva, 20th November, 1700] 
(this piece is on the exhibition of the Military Historical Museum of Artil-
lery, Engineer and Signal Corps) (Вышенков, Маковская & Сидоренко, 
1961, c. 67). The same inscriptions can be found on the gun «Bear» (master 
Semen Dubinin) captured in the Narva battle. A battle which was unfortu-
nate for Peter I. Some other Russian large caliber guns named «Inrog» and 
«King Ahiles» by Andrew Chekhov (1577, 1617) which had been previously 
captured by Poles near Smolensk were transferred to Stockholm from a Pol-
ish arsenal. In Sweden, they received the stamped inscriptions: «MED GUDS 
HIELP AF. KON. CARL D. XII TAGID MED STADEN ELBING D. 3 DECEMB. 
1703» [With God’s help, by King Charles XII, taken together with Elbing city, 
December 03, 1703].

Saxon guns «Dog» (1618) and «Deer» (1623) after the capture of the Neumunde 
fortress arsenal received the inscriptions: «MED / GVDS HIELP / AF. K. CARL 
D. XII TA / GIT MEDH FESTNIN / GEN NEVMVNDE / 11 DECEMB. 1701» 
[With God’s help, by King Charles XII, taken with the Neumunde fortress, De-
cember 11, 1701] (On the exhibition of the Military Historical Museum of Ar-
tillery, Engineer and Signal Corps). Several guns with the same inscriptions of 
Saxon Prince-Elector Johann Georg III of the last quarter of the XVII century are 
kept in Armemuseum (Stockholm).

The following inscriptions appeared on the gun of Prince Christopher Radzi-
will (1638) after the capture of his residence in Biržai: «MED GUDS HIELP / 
OCHK. CARL D XII WAPEN / TAGIT MED FESTNINGEN BIRSSEN / D. 
15 SEPT. A. 1704 UNDER GENERAL / ADAM LEOUNHUF WUDS / AN-
FORANDE» [With God’s help, by King Charles XII, taken with Biržai Castle, 
September 15, 1704, under the leadership of General Adam Lewenhaupt] (On 
the exhibition of the Military Historical Museum of Artillery, Engineer and Sig-
nal Corps).

The Polish gun 1640 «Saint Matthew» cast by master Daniel Tim in Kra-
kow arsenal, is also decorated with the Swedish trophy information: «MED / 
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GUDS HIELP AF KON. / CFRL D. XII 
TAGIT MED STADEN / CRACAU D. 2 
OCTOB. A. 1702» [With God’s help, by 
King Charles XII, taken with Krakow, Oc-
tober 02, 1702] (kept in the Military His-
torical Museum of Artillery, Engineer 
and Signal Corps).

Nevertheless, due to the war adven-
tures and ambitions of young Swed-
ish monarch, the new unique historical 
sources started to appear – the drawings 
of two Starodub Regiment guns. The next 
part of our article will be devoted to their 
attribution.

The morphology of the barrel in the 
first drawing (Fig. 3 a) is remarkable for 
its harmony and proportionality indicat-
ing a medium-caliber cannon with a long 
barrel. Based on traditional and techno-
logically verified proportions of the pow-
der pan (about 40 mm in length), we were 
able to reconstruct the basic physical pa-
rameters of this barrel (Table 1) having 
been a 2-pounder cannon. Based on its 
proportions, the specimen resembles a 
Russian 2-pounder regimental cannon 
with a length of 3 feet 7 inches (about 
2500 mm). This type was mass produced 
in 1670-1690s.

The barrel consists of three parts. Each 
part is decorated with a composition of 
floral ornamentation placed at the base 
ring and two reinforcing rings. A breech 
ogee is modeled in the form of 8-petal ro-
sette. A cascable is cast in the shape of a 
cone. A powder pan with a vent is placed 
on the breech ogee in front of the base 
ring. In the chase, closer to the muzzle 
head there is a bas-relief which is cast in 

Fig. 3 a, b. Guns of  colonels  
P. Roslavets and M. Myklashevsky.
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the shape of the head of a mythological beast swallowing the gun barrel with 
its mouth.

There is a carved Swedish inscription in the first reinforce within the car-
touche, as described above, and there is a coat of arms composition with the 
monogram around ««РП/ВЕ/ЦП/ВЗ/С» [Рославец Полковник Войска Его 
Царского Пресветлого Величества Запорожского Стародубский] (His Royal 
Majesty Zaporizhian Troops Colonel Roslavets of Starodub). An escutcheon of 
Polish type is framed with a baroque vignette and floral elements and crowned 
with a crest with three peacock feathers. The shield shows a heraldry of a «con-
frontation» between a lion and a dragon.

Perhaps, we are dealing with a type of Roslavets brothers’ (Peter, Obadiah, 
Andrew or John) family coat of arms, «acquired» by them in times of active Cos-
sacks officership heraldry at the second half of the 1650.

There is an image of rampant lion and dragon, to be more accurate, its vari-
ant a wyvern on the coat of arms. Wyvern is a specific heraldic monster, which 
is not distinguished from the dragon in most heraldic traditions. But, unlike the 
dragon, in the narrow sense of the term, wyvern has only a single pair of legs 
and the back part of its body is like a dragon tail.

So, on Roslavets’ the coat of arms from Pochep we can see the Ukrainian ver-
sion of the famous European religious and mythological story «the opposition 
between lion and dragon». It shows the equivalent figures sharing the same 
meaning. They are in the same positions, of the same size and apparently, no 
one of them is winning. The atmosphere of the «fight» is more like a connection 
and complementation of each other rather than an opposition.

Conventionally «Polish» escutcheon and classic heraldry symbolism do not 
have this noble coat of arms shwoing a fight between a lion and a dragon and 

Fig. 4. Cover page  
of P. J. Thelott’s album.
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they almost never have an image of a wyvern (with the exception of the coat of 
arms «Smok»). We can cautiously assume that the design «opposition between 
lion and dragon» on Roslavets’ coat of arms was borrowed (received) from Mos-
cow heraldic tradition.

Primarily the image was developed for the military use but later it was used 
in numerous specimens of flags and bannerettes of Moscow military formations. 
Bas-relief of the fight between a lion and wyvern is cast on the breech ogee of 
40-pound hand cannon of 1591 «Svytok» manufactured by Novgorod master 
Semen Dubinin (Fig. 5). The famous coat of arms with such a plot (late 15th cen-
tury) is built in the corner of Borovitskaya tower in the Kremlin Palace in Mos-
cow (Fig. 6). Sometimes the lion and dragon are depicted being surrounded by 
celestial bodies indicating the possibility of cosmological interpretation of this 
confrontation, where lion is the sun and dragon represents the darkness. Al-
though in the Western heraldic tradition, a dragon was considered to be a sym-
bol of good and protection, in Russian tradition, a lion almost always «wins» 
against the dragon. That is why this topic dialectically developed into the plot 
when a horseman conquers the serpent (dragon in the local definition).

Except Roslavets coat of arms, it is believed that the symbol of the «combat be-
tween lion and dragon» belongs to heraldry of Pochep city. For example, sever-
al Ukrainian cities are known to have used symbols of Moscow «heraldic area»: 
Nizhyn (St. George pierces a serpent with a spear), Romney (cross «Calvary»), 
Gadyach (Archangel Michael pierces a serpent with a spear) (Однороженко, 
2009, c. 276, 292-293, 303). At the same time, the coat of arms of Pochep city of 
the second half of the 17th century has not be found in the documents yet.

So, the inscription of the gun barrel describes its owner as Peter Ivanovich 
Roslavets, who was Starodub colonel2 in 1663, 1668-1672, 1673-1676 and points 
to Pochep, the Roslavets’ hometown.

We know that Pochep during the time of Colonel P. I. Roslavets, who was 
a powerful and ambitious man (in general, the officers’ ambitions always go 
together with decorated artillery production), turned into a substantial artil-
lery arsenal. Advanced Roslavets brothers’ artillery park did not only have the 
representational function, but it also served to support their separatist ideas 
based on the economic prosperity of the region in the past. In 1676 colonel P. 
Roslavets tried to separate his regiment from Hetmanate to manage it in a sim-
ilar way as Sloboda regiments (Лазаревский, 1888, c. 17). To be self-sufficient 
in military terms, he needed his own powerful cannon park compared to oth-

2 The rank of colonel in Ukraine of 17th -18th centuries was the same as a governor of 
province (provinces were called «regiments»).
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er regiments, and even with General artillery (Hetman’s artillery arsenal). Af-
ter all, the idea failed and Hetman Ivan Samoylovich was able to cope with Ro-
slavets using diplomacy.

We will not carefully summarize everything that has been said and retold 
by historians about favorable political and economic development of Starodub 
Regiment in the late 17th century, which was «used to full capacity» by colonels 
and businessmen such as P. Roslavetz and M. Myklashevsky. I would like to 
briefy mention the main points of P. Roslavets’ enterprise, which allowed his 
family to create their own artillery park in Pochep.

Having obtained colonel government, P. Roslavets became a major owner 
of the pubs (Пиріг, 2011, c. 36) and supplied quality «wine» to Moscow. In the 
1670s only in Bryansk Russian authorities confiscated 8 beer and 11 vodka dis-
tilleries from P. Roslavets (Борисенко, 1986, c. 119).

In Starodubshchyna glass workshops belonged to P. Roslavets and I. Samoy-
lovych. Potash trade in Russia, which was produced firstly at P. Roslavets’ en-
terprises («steel mills») and then at companies of M. Myklashevsky, also add-
ed financial weight to the power of colonels.

Colonel’s family didn’t stay on the sidelines of business empire. For example, 
the Cossacks of Pochepska sotnia3 Michael Roslavets and captain Lukyan Ro-
slavets received six mills for heritable property. That order was confirmed by 
Hetman Ivan Mazepa (n.d., Інститут Рукопису). Keeping mills was hard and 
a laborious work, but it was totally worth it, and financial benefits outweighed 
all efforts.

Finally, P. Roslavetz started to get involved in potassium nitrate production, 
which was a strategic industry. Of course, the production of nitrate led to the es-
tablishment of black powder production industry. During his government colo-
nel P. Roslavetz specially hired gunpowder master Nikita from the city Kricev 
(Duchy of Lithuania) and invited him to Pochep. His descendants, who were 
called Porohivnyky (powdermasters), served in Pochepskiy sotnia and were 
freed from performing the general obligations. There were gunpowder work-
shops in Mhlynska and Pochepska sotnias. Products from Mhlynska sotnia were 
used for the needs of Starodub Regiment Artillery and General artillery, and 
Pochepska gunpowder workshop manufactured products only for local needs 
(for P. Roslavets’ artillery) (Модзалевский, 1915, c. 17-18).

Perhaps, in the 1660s the Roslavets also ordered guns from Kiew and 
Novgorod-Siverskiy, or bought barrels in Poland and Lithuania. But with 

3 “Sotnya” [the Hundred] – administrative, territorial, judicial and military unit, a part  
of regiment (province). 
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the rapid growth of financial strength, 
based on the «quiet» and rich Starodub 
Regiment, they reached the logical idea 
of manufacturing artillery themselves. 
Straight trade traced to the Baltic States 
(Starodub-Grodno-Koenigsberg) which 
was used by artisans. The transfered 
products and technologies contributed 
to the penetration of cultural traditions 
of Baltic gun foundry traditions into the 
northern Ukrainian land.

In the second half of the 17th centu-
ry, the founders Vasily Yakovlevich and 
Makar worked in Starodub, which was 
known by «velykostiyu zvonov» [many 
bells] (Модзалевський, 1921, c. 15). An 
unknown hired founder from Lithua-
nia worked in Pochep, who was reward-
ed with various privileges for perfect 
cannons casting for Pochepska fortress. 
Apart from him, in the 1670s the founder 
Hryhoriy Yakovlevych, who was “perfect 
at this craft”, lived in the city. Documents 
confirm that captain Obadiah Roslavet’s 
widow ordered a bell weighing 30 stones 
from Grigory Yakovlevich for the Sav-
ior Church in Pochep. From 1679 to 1687 
CE, Grigory Yakovlevich was «a vojt » 
(head of local government) in Pochep 
(Модзалевський, 1921, c. 16-17).

It is not clear who was the maker of 
P. Roslavet’s cannon from J. Thelott’s 
album. Perhaps, an extant example of 
Pochep gun which is a ¾-pounder bronze 
barrel of the short (length 900 mm, weight 
20 kg, placed on the swivel) could povide 
some hint. It is a decorated gun of 1673 
CE with the signature of James Markov 
(kept in the Military Historical Muse-

Fig. 6. Coat of arms on Borovitskaya 
tower in Moscow Kremlin.

Fig. 5. Bas-relief on the cannon 
«Svytok», manufactured by master 
Semen Dubinin.
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um of Artillery, Engineer and Signal Corps, St-Petersburg, Russia) (Вышенков, 
Маковская, & Сидоренко, 1961, c. 169) (Fig. 7).

The muzzle is cast in the shape of winding column with convex grooves end-
ing under the muzzle head with a raised beast mouth. The drawing is very care-
fully modeled and supplemented by a fretwork. Dolphins are cast in the sche-
matic shape of marine animals. Space under the dolphins is decorated with a 
solid needle fretwork of the «grid». Under the dolphins inventory number «№ 8» 
is engraved. A breech ogee is molded in the shape of a lion’s head.

In the first reinforce, a stamped heraldic composition depicts the struggle be-
tween a lion and a winged dragon. A heraldic shield of Polish type is decorated 
with vignette with floral patterns. Above the shield there is a helmet with crest 
with three peacock feathers. The mantling of the helmet is depicted as long nar-
row strips of material. The base or edge of the shield is in the form of a point-
ed tip of the spear. Under the shield there is a stamped inscription «Year 1673». 
Around heraldic composition, there is a stamped abbreviation with a name of 
Obadiah I. Roslavets (Peter Roslavets’ brother, who was Pochepskiy captain 
in 1669, 1672 and 1678): «ωИ / (…) В / П Д /С» [Овдей Иванович (…) В(?) 
Почепский Д(?) Сотник] (Ovdey Ivanovych (...) В(?) Pochepskyy D (?) centuri-
on). The second pair is missing one letter. Under the coat of arms, an ornamen-
tal frame made of palmettes is cast, which is based on the astragal. Under the 
astragal on the empty «vent space», there is an engraved inscription «ЯКОВЪ 
МАРКОВЪ» («YAKOV MARKOV»).

Comparing these two Roslavets brothers’ guns, one can see a striking identity of 
elements and almost duplicated design of the barrels. These include: a) An animal 
head in the muzzle which is absolutely identical (perhaps, it was to be the head of 
a dragon, which in combination with a mascaron of lion on Obadiah Ivanovich’s 
gun was duplicated, increasing significance of the heraldry). Similar family herald-
ry shield featuring the fight between the lion and winged dragon; b) an identical 
style of vignettes design framing the heraldry shield; c) the same shape of muzzle 
head (formed with a muzzle ring, muzzle fillet, double cornice and two ovolos, 
and a vent with a touchhole whih is in front of the base ring on the breech ogee.

Thus, the same stylistics and decoration of the guns, similar morphology, 
heraldry and technical details and simultaneous orders of guns by brothers Pe-
ter and Obadiah Roslavets testify the work of the founder Jacob Markov, who 
worked in the territory of Starodub Regiment and most likely in Pochep.

There could have not been many founders who had the middle name «Ya-
kovlevych» in one Starodub Regiment for such a short chronological period of 
1670s. This can hardlly be a coincidence, thus without documentary evidence 
at the moment, we could cautiously assume that «Yakovlevyches» could have 
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been related with James Markov with family ties (father and sons). Perhaps, Ya-
kiv Markov was that Lithuanian specialist who was invited by P. Roslavets to 
work in Pochep at that time.

The attribution of the second gun of Starodub Regiment which is depicted by 
J. Thelott is somehow simpler (Fig. 3 b). Its physical parameters (Table 1) can be 
attributed to the 4-pounder barrel. Based on its morphology, the specimen re-
sembles a gun of 1697 cast by K. Balashevych for Hadiach colonel M. Boroho-
vych (octagon muzzle, the same model of reinforcing rings with a similar dec-
oration) (Мальченко, 2011, c. 56-58).

The gun makes a massive impression, but it keeps its the aesthetic propor-
tions. The muzzle of the barrel has the shape of an octagon. There is an iron front 
site on the muzzle head and a rear sight on the base ring. The trunnions are cast 
with the so-called base fillets. A powder pan has a triangular shape which is 
typical of the Balashevyches. A breech ogee is cast in the shape of six petal ro-
sette with acanthus leaves and the cascable has the shape of a bunch of grapes.

The plant ornamentation of the barrel consists of three fillets: near the muz-
zle head (limited by astragal), near the second reinforce (limited by the astra-
gal) and at the base ring with the mascaron added. Line floral design on the 
branch is depicted on the two top facets of the muzzle. The image of a winding 
snake with a ball next to its mouth and an arrow with wide a flat arrowhead 
are on two side facets.

On the muzzle, over the line ornamentation there is a cartouche with the tra-
ditional master’s signature «КАРПЪ ИОСИФОВИЧЪ ДЋЛАТЕЛЬ» [Karp Io-
siphovitch maker]. Under the dolphins, there is an engraved Swedish inscrip-
tion about the gun capture. The first reinforce has heraldry and epigraphy. On 
the heraldry shield of the French type, colonel M. Myklashevsky’s personal coat 
of arms is depicted: a warbow (in a rather strange J. Thelott’s interpretation be-
cause of the appearance of the bow which looks more like a horseshoe) and two 
crossed arrows with their arrowheads pointing down. The shield is framed by 
volutes and crowned with a helmet and a crest with three feathers. Around the 
heraldry composition, there is a monogram: ММ/ПВ/ЕЦ/ПВ/ЗS [Михайло 
Миклашевский Полковник Войска Его Царского Пресветлого Величества 
Запорожского Стародубский] (His Royal Magesty Zaporozhian Troops Col-
onel Michael Myklashevskyy of Starodub).

Under the coat of arms composition, there is a 7-line inscriptions: «ЗА 
СЧАСТЛИВОГО РЕГИМЕНТУ ЯСНОВЕЛЬМОЖНАГО ЕГО МИЛОСТИ 
ПАНА ИОАННА МАЗЕПЫ ГЕТМАНА ВОЙСКА ЕГО ЦАРСКОГО 
ПРЕСВЕТЛАГО ВЕЛИЧЕСТВА ЗАПОРОЖСКОГО А СТАРАНИЕМ ЖЕ 
ЕГО МИЛОСТИ ПАНА МИХАИЛА МИКЛАШЕВСКОГО ПОЛКОВНИКА 
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СТАРОДУБОВСКОГО ВЫЛИТА СИЯ АРМАТА В ГЛУХОВЕ ДО ГОРОДА 
СТАРОДУБА РОКУ 1701». (During the Brilliant Regiment of His Royal Maj-
esty Zaporozhian Troops Getman His Mercy Ivan, this cannon was cast due to 
efforts of Colonel Michael Myklashevskiy in Glukhov for Starodub city in 1701).

Thus, another decorated barrel of Starodub Regiment 1701 can be added to 
the short list of already known ten guns of 1692-1717 made by Hluhiv found-
ers Balashevyches. The gun was cast by Karp Balashevych (Мальченко, 2007).

The most interesting element of M. Myklashevsky’s gun decoration is a con-
jugate image of snake and arrow on the side facets of the chase. This symbol-
ism will be discussed further as the meaning of the double symbol of snake–ar-
row is interesting.

An arrow is a long-range weapon, and in its symbolizes flight, speed, strike 
and unexpected attack in warfare. With the advent of firearms, when the ar-
chery began to lose its importance as a long-range weapon, a rethinking of the 
concept of an arrow took place to extrapolate its features and functions to con-
duct firing a rifle or a gun. A shot from a cannon was often considered to be like 
a thunder arrow or like a flash of lightening. In Christian symbolism, an arrow 
was a symbol of spiritual weapon dedicated to the service of God, a symbol of 
martyrdom and a symbol of the Lord’s punishment.

Further an arrow is a symbol of power, war, hunting, inevitability, purpose-
fulness; spiritual weapon, unexpected and instantaneous death, lightning, en-

Fig. 7. J. Markov’s gun (1673).
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ergy, overcoming space, speed and danger. But most above-mentioned defini-
tions also define the symbol of snake. Such lists show how similar the functions 
of these two symbols are. Although in many cultures snake and arrow are an-
tagonists (e.g., an arrow often pierces the snake, or it is used to cast spell on 
snakes), at the same time these two characters become related through antago-
nism and morphological resemblance.

Arrowheads were usually called «a sting», which also unites it with a snake 
in this respect. The snake was often seen as a winding arrow. There is a well-
known Slavic legend about snake-verdigris, which is blind during the whole 
year, and only on the Ivan’s day it can see again and attacks humans or animals 
piercing them like an arrow (Афанасьев, 1995, c. 268). The idiom says «As sharp 
as a snake». In general, Ukrainian cultural world was full of arrows.

The connection between the symbols of snake and arrow has existed for 
a long time. Their synonymy in some ancient nations is evident even at the 
linguistic level (Hebrew). The mythology supports an identification of spear 
and arrow with a snake in their ancient semantic relationship. Isis created 
arrows in the shape of snakes (Голан, 1994, с. 192). Hero of Karelian-Finn-
ish epic «Kalevala» Lemminkäinen was pierced by a snake similar to a spear 
(Бельский, 1977, с. 167). Their morphological similarity can be observed in 
various cultures of different ages and regions. There are artifacts decorated 
with a winding snake showing an obvious functional relationship between 
the arrow and snake, namely with the snake trying to penetrate the body. 
Obviously, the weapon was magically strengthened by applying the symbol 
of a snake to it transitioning the enemy transition to the world of the dead in 
case of a successful shot.

Thus, the conjoined image of the snake and arrow of the same size on Staro-
dub gun clearly indicates that they have a symbolic kinship and functional re-
lationship with the gun itself. It seems that snake is spitting a ball. At the same 
time the shape of the arrowhead is very similar to the head of a snake. In this 
case, old antagonists collaborate in a symbolic way for the efficiency of gunshot.

Among the gunfounder Karp Balashevych’s works, the author of article has 
already met the image of two cast arrows on the top facets of the octagonal gun 
barrel of Hadiach Colonel M. Borohovych (1697). Finally, an arrow also appears 
in the personal M. Myklashevsky’s coat of arms and this fact could have an im-
pact on the choice of such symbolic decoration of the cannon.

So we had identified two ukrainian cannons from the Telott trophy artil-
lery album in this article. We found out their owners (Starodub colonel Mykla-
shevsky and Roslavets) and casters (Balashevych and Markov). We have also 
suggested a new interpretation of symbolism and decoration of cannon barrels.
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Table 1. Physical parameters P. Roslavetc  and M. Myklashevski guns 
Parameters of gun,
L (length), D (diameter)

Size (mm) (P. Roslavetc 
cannon)

Size (mm) 
M. Myklashevski 
cannon

Between buttom and muzzle face, L 2336 2530

Barrel, L 2176 2330

Cascable, L 160 200

Chase, L 1224 1280

Second reinforce, L 400 400

First reinforce, L 544 632

Muzzle face, D 128 168

Muzzle head, D 176 208

Chase, D 120/128 160/168

Second reinforce, D 144/160 192/208

First reinforce, D 172/184 216/240

Base ring, D 216 264

Cascable, D 80 76

Trunnions, L 80 88

Trunnions, D 72 88

Between  trunnions face, L 304 376

Between Base ring and middle   of trunnions, L 872 936

Bore, D (Calibre) 60 76-80
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